
EPKbio-
Jax Jordening is a country rock artist based out of Conifer, Colorado. Jax has been

focused on creating an authentic, classic country sound that takes listeners aback and

encapsulates them in the storytelling. This has been his goal since he began his musical

journey. Many influences ranging from the classic country of Johnny Cash to the outlaw

country of Cody Jinks and country rock from Koe Wetzel, can be picked out in the music

he creates. Jax has released 3 songs, and has at least 4 more coming in 2023 Jax and his

band are all from Conifer, CO, and have been together for about a year. Taylor Mead is

the drummer, Patrick McMillan is the bassist, and Tyler Phillips is the lead guitarist.

 

�Jax Jordening is an incredible local musician that continues to grow lyrically and expand his

fanbase in the community. His engagement with the crowd during music brings people out time and

time again and his humbleness and appreciation toward his fans are refreshing to see. We love

having him perform for us and we look forward to watching him continue to grow as a musician.� 

- Mike @ Snowpack Taproom, Conifer

References-

�Super talented and engages with the crowd. Jax can work a stage like nobody else.�

- Allison @ Mad Jack�s Brewing, Bailey

@jaxjordeningmusic  -  

Jax has released his second

single, "Bartender Angels". His

first Single, "Child of Mine" has

amassed over 3,000 streams on

spotify alone - Check them out

on all streaming platforms!

He has over 100 monthly

listeners consistently.
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Touring History: Jax has never done an official tour, but

he has played shows all across Colorado from Creede to

Firestone. He is on pace to play well over 50 shows in

2023. He is also playing various shows in Nashville, IN. 


